Tolerance induction in resting memory B cells specific for a protein antigen.
Resting memory B lymphocytes specific for the model protein Ag cytochrome c have been shown to be susceptible to tolerance induction in in vitro splenic fragment cultures. This induction of nonresponsiveness is dependent upon the strength of the interaction between surface Ig and specific Ag, where concentration, valency, affinity, and time of exposure all appear to be important factors, as is the case for tolerance induction in immature or primary B cells. The induction of nonresponsivenes in greater than 80% of Ag-specific memory B cells was achieved by incubation with 1 microM cytochrome polymer for 24 h in the absence of T cell help. Not only were memory B cells unresponsive to specific Ag, they were also unable to become activated through nonspecific uptake and presentation of an Ag to which T cells have been primed, demonstrating that the induction of nonresponsiveness involves more than a modulation or blockade of surface Ig receptors. Although soluble factors collected from activated T cells failed to prevent memory B cells from becoming nonresponsive after surface Ig cross-linking, the direct activation of T cells within splenic fragment cultures did partially inhibit tolerance induction in splenic fragment memory B cells. In addition, the induction of tolerance was partially blocked by protein tyrosine kinase inhibitors, suggesting a physiologic change within the B cells associated with the state of nonresponsiveness and resulting from tyrosine-specific phosphorylation.